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A Necessary-Aclaration
Introduction
This paper could be considered the second part of a previous one, in which
I tried to., analyze the implications of the North American missionary heritage
into the life of the Cuoan churches with the failures and achievements in our
protestant traditions, indicating sane trends towards the future.
1-~,.:,.., ..;;
Now I would like to be rrore specific on the role of the Methodist Church,
relating theology with the socio-econanic reality of the different mcments in
our Church's history. Of course, this paper does not pretend to be an
exhaustive one· on these issues. This could be a monumental work and mine is
only a humble contribution. Much better, my purpose is to provoke the
interchange and the mutual enrichment of ideas. For that reason, I shall be
concentrated in speci fie theological aspects, and the main ideas "'°uld be
shared as thesis for discussion and reflection.
Main Thesis
The Max Weber thesis about the correspondence between the spirit of
capitalism and protestantism, very well expressed in relation with the
Calvinist theology, has been too hon:ogenized without taking into account the
various shapes in other protestant traditions.
In the Methodist heritage we could find a tension between a rrore popular
and a more middle class understandings of our theology and style of life. Let

us call these two manifestations holiness and the rationality of middle class.
But even in this tw:::> approaches we may find tensions and differences.
In the holiness groups there is a tendency to understand

santification

and perfection as "spotlessness from the w:::>rld". This is what I prefer to call

an inwardly of the oppressionm that means a withdrawal from responsible
participation in the life of society and the searching only of the
spirituality in the internal life. This attitude, a clear eschizophrenic
dualism, produces a protest against the world, but this dualisitc alienation
does not condemn the injustice in the world. On the contrary, there is a
religious rejection and, at the same time, an adaptation in econanical terms,
because of their work's discipline, honesty, puritanian ethic and lack of
social concerns, they are ideal prototypes for the econanic systems. That
happens even in a socialist context.
There has always been, through all the Methodist history, a rema.nent that
has expressed a real protest against the injustice. This has been a popular.
presence of resistance in which holiness is a nore comprehensive concept. This
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position has been faithful to the Methodist ethic, in which the social has a
priority over the individualistic life. These expressions have been a
minority, but has remained until now as a sign of liberation. That has been
possible because this minority presence has been linked to popular sectors in
our churches.
In middle class sectors, which we call the rationality of middle class,
there is a tendency to sacralize the capitalist system. The role of these
middle class congregations has been to legitimate the dominant forces in
society. For rrost of them the Gospel is closely related to the Western
culture, faith is a chaos out of this ideological background.
But in these groups you may find what I call
intermediaries 11 , these does not belong to the !X'Pular sectors
related to the aspirations of the poor. In a sense, they
concientizating role in relation to the popular uovenent,
.contradiction of the belonging to the middle class sectors.

the "prophetic
but are closely
have played a
but living the

In the l~st years in Latin America, because of the quantitative and
qualitative losses of the Methodist churches, there is a trend for middle
class congregations to nove to nore "carisma.tic and pentecostal 11 expressions
of faith. The problem is that the lack of authenticity is evident in these
expressions, because they are not rooted in the causes that the Pentecostal
churches promote.
In brief, these tensions could be settled as characteristics of the
protestantism. But we may find these different expressions in different
ecclesiologies, i. e., we do not find these different tensions at the same
time in all the protestant churches. The 11 ethos 11 of the Methodist Church is
hON these trends have been present in all our relations between theology and
socio-econanic factors, as part of our richness and inner contradictions. Of
course, this is not a "unique" phenomenon in the Methodism, but its real
importance is dued to the fact that because of our ecumenical·tradition we are
called to play an important role in the convergence of these forces tONards
the building-up of the church of the future in Latin America.
1~

Wesley' s Theology

It is impossible to avoid the tension in Wesley's thought. Neither the
triumphalism that tries to make Wesley a theologian of liberation, nor the
extreme conservatism that makes him a militant of the nost conservative
positions, are realistic approaches. It is impossible to read Wesley
forgetting such tensions.
In a way there is a coincidence between the Methodism's appearance in
history and the emergence of a new plan in the capita list system. Since the
first part of the eighteenth century a new dynamic began to be shaped in the
socio-econanic system: the rising of the British Empire as an econanical p:,wer
with new socio-economic structures, and the transformation that made possible
the rising of the industrial capital as the daninant econanic p:,wer in the
nineteenth century. New transformations in the capitalist forces of production
and marketing required new social reshapings. In that context, the Methodism
played the role of a social force that contributed to the adaptation of the
british society to the new capitalist rranent.
Let us try to analyze this adaptable role of the Methodism in relation
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with sane theolC>g'ical concepts as salvation, santification and perfection and
the witness of the Spirit.
In a noment of an enorm::>us social robility and desintegration, in which
unemployment and leisure, migration £ran the countryside to the urban areas,
pauperization of the nasses and roral decay are the symptoms of the pericxi,
without doubt in Wesley's thought there is a tendency to understand these
theolC>g'ical concepts from the perspective of an spiritualiza.tion of life:
SALVATIOO. -

The two major emphasis of Wesley, the universal availability
of salvation and the witness of the Spirit, could t>e read as
a way to alienate the people £ran the world reality. When
S<X:ial inestability happens, the possibilities of salvation
for all, addressirg it to individuals £ran an individualistic
perspective, prOil'Otes a subjective security. Moving from the
social to the realm of private spirituality, the results are
always a dualistic approach to the \#.Orld: the life in the
\#.Orld is meaningless, the fruitful life is to be set aside of
this satanic world. This concept of salvation guides the
individuals to an alienation from reality.

St\NCTIFICATION
AND PERFECrIOO.- The

new process of industrialization that began to be
developped in the eighteenth century in England required a
new discipline of work. To increase the productivity and to
answer the new demands faced by' these process , as Franz
Hinkelanunert says, the economical forces needed a new
discipline to be suited into the system. It was needed to
sacralize and to legitimize the new ethical code that could
adjust the worker to the na-, industrial production. In this
sense, the Methodism played for the industrial capitalism not
only the same role that the Calvinism played for the rising
capitalism in the sixteenth century, bUt a role of adjustment
to new necessities of production and narketing.

WITNESS
OF THE SPIRIT.-

Here we are facing the new birth in Jesus Christ. A new woman
or a new man means that each one is responsible for his/her
own relationship to God.
There is a personal experience that does not take into
account the social realities. Besides the tragedies of this
world we can afford happiness and the victory over the death.
-It is a call to forget the social contradictions of the
present world and do not struggle for transforming this
reality, but to search the transcendence grace of Gerl £ran an
individualistic approach. It is the appeasement function of
religion that emerges £ran an spiritual and direct relation
with God without the intermediary role of the society, of
Jesus' incarnation in the world.

Briefly, Miguez Bonino says that Wesley made an attempt to identify and
relate the causes of the econanic crisis in the early 1770s in England, but
11
he remains totally within the premises of the mercantilist system and
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completely unaware of the structural causes of the crisis" (1).
But, at the same time, a different reading of Wesley's theology can be
afforded.. If we do not spiri tualize the theology of Wesley and try to look
into the reality of the history he lived, we discover factors of liberation in
his way of doing theology.
The England of the eighteenth century was full of inju.stice, the
hopelessness of the people was evident, the despairs were well founded., the
sufferings of the people called to compassion, and the demands for justice
were part of the daily life.
In this context, it is important to read the antropology of Wesley not as
an attempt to reinforce the individualism, but as an effort to recover the
human dignity, the personal values, and to rescue the hope in the risen lord.
It was an attempt to recover the human beings as persons and not merely as
individual pieces of the individualistic na.rket of the society of his time.
SALVATION.-

A w::>rd of salvation in a dispa.ii:: historical nanent is not only
part of the charity of the Gospel, but the possibility to

trascend the limitations of the suffering reality. This is the
utopia that goes beyond the barriers of hopelessness and that
allows us to remain open to the hope of Go:1. Salvation is the
blessing reserved to the poor.
Salvat ion in Wesley' s
alienation from reality,
strengthen the people in
Salvation also means the
land".

theology does not always mean an
but raising up the hope as a way to
their patience to wait for the Kingdom.
possibility to search a "new premising

Salvation as an expression of faith and hope, as a utopic
possibility to broaden the limitations of a frustrated. reality,
means also in the people's hand an expression of resistance and
rejection to the injustice. It is an affirmation of our hope
against all hope.
SALVATION AND

PERFECI'ION.-

It is possible to read the issue of holiness in Wesley's thought

not as an "spotlessness frcm the w::>rld", as a new requirement of
the capitalist system to prODX)te a new industrial discipline.
The dcctrine of holiness was not followed in all its social and
economic implications. There are at least three important
approaches that could be found in Wesley's theology.
a) Personal sanctification is not divorced from sanctification
of the society. We are called to be set apart not of the
w::>rld but for the Father I s work in service of the sinful
humanity.
b) All life has been na.de sacred. Life in its totality should be
brought under Jesus' power and the dualistic approach is

overcome.

EDNINO,
Jose,
"Wesley's Doctrine of Sanctification from a
Liberationist Perspective", in "Sarx::tification and Liberation", Theodore
Runyon, Ed., :pg. 59.

(1) MIG.JEZ
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social system. Then, a possibility for social critic is a
reality.
WITNESS
OF 'IHE SPIRIT.-

In the same way, the witness of the Spirit does oot always
mean a new birth on individualistic spirituality. That is
also the way of eJ:DEX)Wering the poor. The emphasis has been
put on the inward consciousness, but not in the explosion of
enotions as a cultural expression of the potentiality of the
faith in Jesus Christ. In spite of the sufferings, the people
of God know of the joyful life in the Spirit. This is part of
the cultural identity of the people. A great richness could
be discovered when we join the v.0rk of the Spirit with the
liberating cultural expression of the people.

My concrete thesis
Because of the socio-economic situation of the british society in the
eighteenth century with the enorn:ous social cost for the people, and because
of the pastoral relations of Wesley with the popular realities and
necessities, it could be found a dimension in Wesley's theology in which the
popular presence noves him to be in solidarity with the poor. There are
"explosive" elements in the main Wesley's doctrines nore related to the hope
of the "popular church", as an expression of the "Church of the Poor".
We are not suggestirg that Wesley knew of the socio-econanic causes of the
situation, but that there are some attempts because of his engagement with the
people. From our perspective signs of liberation could be found in his thought.
2.

The North American Context in the XIX Century and the Role of the Methodism

It is impossible to understand the expansion of the protestantism in the
United States and, in our case, of the Methodist Church, without linking it to
the concept of "civil religion 11 and 11 Manifest Destiny 11 in the North American
society.
As Robert Craig expresses: "Its history (Methodist Church) has been very
close related to the developnent of capitalism in the United States 11 (l). Since
the Pilgrimages' times with their vision of a "new promised land", to the
expansion of the North American capitalism, it was clearly fornulated a
proposal of a Church as follows:
a) Played the role of legitimating the
social, political and econanical structures of society; b) Was seen as a
supporting institution of the system; c) The religious categories were used
to sacralize the "new order"; d) The spirit of the nation was expressed in
religious terms, the church became the civil religion of society;
e) The American society and its style of life were seen as part of the
promises of the Kingdom.

That is why the missionary novement in Latin America joined, consciously
or unconsciously, the preaching of the Gospel with a political and econanic
project. And tcxiay it is evident how the conservatism and neo-conservatism

(1) CRAIG,

Roberto, "Metcxiisno, Luchas Populares y Cambio Social: El Caso
Estadounidense 11 ,
in
"La
tradici6n
protestante
en
la
Teologia
Latinoamericana", Jose Duque, ed., pg. 31.
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forces in the US try
theolc,gical perspective.

to

refornulate

the

ideolc,gical framework

£ran a

In this context, it is obvious the role of the Methodist theology in
supp:,rting the expansioo of the new North American order in the XIX century,
but new trends, without doubt full of novelties, came into scene.
The salvation was presented on individualistic basis, but new this
salvation was nore concerned with a reduced concept of society. The salvation
of individuals was connected with the salvation of the country. The United
States was called to play a "prophetic role" as the land of freedqn. Salvation
was understocd as a chovinism the destiny of american society.
11

11

:

The sanctification and perfection were connected with the expansion of the
country. It is inpossible to understand this doctrine without the rationality
of the ma.rket. In the american society, rore than in other previous society,
the success and the profit, the main characteristics of the free market, were
the marks of the holiness. Blessed are those who flourish in the economical
life. The econanical success was an indisputable sign of the blessings of the
Lora: The doctrine of holiness was measured by the categories of the rrarket
and very closely connected to the spirit of expansion: the openness to get
rore and to be rore blessed.

The witness of the spirit was the evidence of the choosen of the american
society and its "messianic role" to the rest of the w:::>rld. The Spirit gave
testirony to the "Manifest Destiny" of the american society.

In the 'North American society the churches, included the Methcx:iist Church,
played the role of forces of legitimation an sacralization of social,
political, economic project. This was the genious of the North American
capitalism. Nevertheless, because of its ma.terialistic and pragmatical
approach the religious feelings of the people always remain as a dynamic of
liberation.
11

11

Robert Craig identifies what he calls "popular methodism" and "radical
methodism" in the history of our church in the us. One of the rost lively
cultural experiences in this society has been the black religious traditions.
Sane slight expressions of solidarity among certain sectors in the church, the
original contacts of the Methodism with popular sectors of the population, the
concepts of freed.an and christian charity, could also be findi~s to be
recovered by the nainly middle class Methodist Church in the United States.
The challenge for the Church is ho,: to recover the liberatirg emphasis in
the Methodist tradition. Precisely, the dreams of a "divine society" facing
the present problems of economical crisis, unemployment, certain level of
poverty, rorality problems, drogues and delincuency are nore difficult to be
sustained.

Nob:xiy can neglect the richness of the North American society, but also it
is impossible not to see the inner contradictioos of the system that could
guide it to bankruptcy. Neither it is impossible to recognice the strength of
the cooservatism forces in the american society, specially centered around the
churches. But this is a sign of the crisis. And not pretending to be
triunphalistic nor redu::tionist, our task is to t::,e open to the utopia of the
future, to the b.Iilding-up of the community of faith that could be taken from
"dc,..m to up" in our churches. Our role is to glimpse a new readirg of the
Methodist theology and tradition to b.Iild-up this church of the future.
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useful in this effort:
The social dimension of the salvation as an awakening anong the
people. The evangelistic zeal that promotes "invasion" of Methodist
preachers to everywhere
in the
society,
in spite of the
individualistic approach, there was clearly stated the necessity of a
broader awakening. The salvation of the nation. If instead of
reinforcing the idea of a "Manifest Destiny11 of a nation, we
strengthen the awakening of the people of Ga::l, a n:ore clear
expression of the popular church could be found. This awakening of
the oppressed is part of the church in solidarity with the poor.
The salvation as the realm of freedan liberates the human 'being from
any tyranic determinism. The concept of freedom is a valuable concept
as a symtx:>l of resistance to oppression and dogmatism.
The sanctification and perfection as an unfulfilled process, open
always to the future avoids as much . the absolutization of what has
been achieved as the pesimism about the human possibilities. A new
approach to the human t:eing not from his fallen nature, but as a
woman/man full of potentialities.
The black camnunities are good examples of how the cultural identity
is part of the religiosity of the people. The witness of the Spirit

in the black religious traditions has been expressed through the
symtx:>lic language of the culture.
There is a challenge for the North American Methodism, a Church very
clearly related to the middle class, to look into the future knowing that the
poor and the oppressed are the blessed of the Lord.
"The rise of bllk of
of the economic and
deplorable; but the
'middle class mind'

the Methodists to the middle ranges
cultural scale was not in itself
accompanying development of a
was. (1)
11

The Methcrlist Church in the US IlDVed £ran a popular church to a middle
class status in 1850. The Methodist Church was one of the wealthiest
denominational families in the nation. This econanical reality determined a
lot of changing patterns in the church's life. We were "involved" by the
rationality of the middle-class mind, becaning less appealing to the popular
and common people.
Are there real possibilities of roving the Methodist Church beyond this
middle-class rationality? If not, what is the role of such Church in the
American society? It is possible to go beyond the contradictions and to remain
as an space of challenge and hope?
3.

The Methodist Heritage in Latin America

The Methodist heritage is part of the missionary movement of the North
American churches. Without neglecting the specificities of the Methodist

(1) CAMEROO,

Richard M.,

Vol. 1, pg. 277.

11

Methodism and Society in Historical Perspective 11 ,

..
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theology,
in the Latin American context the different denaninatioral
traditions must not be over-emphasized. M:>re than denominations, the
orotestantism entered into the Latin American scene as an econanical and
~ltural project. I am not diminishing the spiritual contributions of our
protestant heritage, but this presence was linked to the expansion strategy of
toe North American capitalism. Thus, the protestantism has been part of a
double inposition:
a)

economical imposition. - The protestantism was part of the
moo.ernization process in our region. One of the contradictions
between catholicism and protestantism was precisely because the
latter came as part of the new econcmical prq:,osal for the region
tl)at meant a nooernization of society oore in agreement with the
liberal tradition.

An.

1

b)

A cultural imposition.- The "Good News" of the Gospel was dressed
with the patterns of the "american way of life". That has been one of
the main difficulties in the missionary enterprise: the intention to
empty of meaning the popular culture and to ircpose the oppresor I s
culture. In a political and ideological way the missionary novement
played the role of imposing a culture of danination.

These have been homogenous characteristics of the protestantism in our
region: The traditional differences among the dencminations heve never been
clearly understocx:1 in our contest. In our region the belonging to an specific
denomination is by chance, not by conviction. These theological differences
haveb(,tcx:, distant from our reality. We have torn divided by external forces.
Nevertheless, behind these differences, the common project of political and
economical domination is clear for our people.
If at the beginning we could find in our Methcdist heritage indisputable
signs of contact with the popular sectors of our region, in a few years our
church became mainly a white middle-class project.
This reality is n:ore evident rx,w when we are facing the conservative
offensive. The historical protestantism, as it is now, is lcx:,sing the meaning
for our context. We are suffering a "syndrome of inferiority" in front of the
pentecostal oovements and of the sectarian groups.
our Methodist churches in the region have tried, anong other attempts, to
respond to this situation with these tw:> alternatives, none of them valid:
a)

.Adopting a "pentecostal style": w:>rship, preaching, carismatic gifts,
etc. The main problem is the lack of authenticity of these
expressions. If we find meaningful the fact that the people adopt
these kind of expressicns, for middle-class constituencies with
another rationality based in other economical status these becane
artificial ways of living the Christian faith.

b)

Returning to our Methodist roots. The problem is not only the danger
of lcx:,sing the ecumenical spirit of our theology, but we are going to
non-existing rcx:,ts in our Latin American history. Our denominational
emphasis are strange to the Latin American culture, It is difficult
to identify the different denominational theological emphasis as part
of our identity. Peing honest, the protestantism in the p:i.st is more
known by its contributions in terms of nooernization and liberalism,
than for the theological emphasis.
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On the other hand, it is important to recognize the ecumenical
contribution of certain sectors of the Latinamerican Methooism. This
ecumenical vocation of the Methodist Church has been one of the nost important
contributions to the hsitory of the church in our region. It is difficult to
mention an ecumenical effort in which a Methodist presence cannot be
identified. It is true that this has been an ecumenism of intermediaries, a
middle class ecumenism.
At the. same time, it is possible to identify a popular presence in the
life of the churches. The Church of Bolivia is a gocrl example. This popular
presence remains as a sign of hope, a remembering of the potentialities of our
Metl1cxiist Church to be in solidarity with the poor.
The way to the future does not consist in emphasizing anti-ecumenically
some foreign traditions not well rooted in our cultural identity. But to
search for cross-fertilization between the intermediaries-visionaries and the
presence of the CUrch of the Poor to glimpse the b.lilding-up of a new
Latinamer~can Church. The way is not to isolate some Methodist doctrines and
to call for a returning to non-existing roots. The way is to assume the
Theology of Liberation, a Latinamerican way of doing theology, and to read
sane Methodist doctrines, n:ore a leg-acy than an existencial fact, from our
contextual reality. That means, to bring into the Theology of Liberation some
Methc:dist empha.sis that can contribute in the process of doing our o..m
theology~
In the style
contributions:

of

examples,

let

me

mention

some

of

the

possible

The tension in the Methodist tradition between the spiritual and
social implications of salvation. The spiritual needs of the poor are
an indication of the spiritual dimension of life, not exhausted in
the social struggles. On the contrary, these struggles are fruits of
the real spirituality.
The holiness as the utopia that makes possible for our faith to
remain open to a future of hope. Liberation is always a process to be
achieved, is roving ahead in history, avoiding the ca.nplacency, the
dogmatism and the sacralization of any historical mcment.
The holiness as a new approach to the Christian antropology, not from
the angle of frustration and dispair, but as a testimony of the
potentialities of the human being in creating a new society.
The linkages between the holiness of life and the creation of a new
woman and a new man. The possibility of achieving a cualitative leap
in the human condition.
The witness of the Spirit as part of our "explosive" cultural
identity. To participate of the 11 feast of the poor", i.e. , in spite
of the present sufferings, they have received the grace of the
rejoice as the first fruits of a new life.
In conclusion, in the present situation of our region, in which the
surpirising increasing of the pentecostal churches and the role played by the
historical churches are t\o.O sociological realities, the Methodist Church 1s
teen called to play an imfX)rtant role in the searchi03 of new a:::clesiological

·,
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expressions. Because of these creative tensicns in our Methcxiist heritage, as
part of our 11 ethos 11 , we could play not a sincretical role, but we could assume
the role of beir:g an space of cross-fertilization of the existing tensions in
the Latinamerican churches. This is the way of glimpsing the future, not to
search a sectarian refuge in the past, but to remain open to our ecmnenical
vocation in b.lilding-up the new People of God..
4.

The Methodism in a Revolutionary Society

In my article "Despite everything ••• I am still a protestant" presented in
tne Consultation on the "Missionary Heritage of the Cuban Churches", most of
the ideas I \\Ould like to share now could be found. Nevertheless, let me call
your attention to t\\O aspects:
a)

The economical factor. - In the case of the Cuban churches the
relation between economy and our ecclesiolo:.;ry is very clear.
At the beginning, for many honest Christians it was impossible to see
Gcrl's presence in the daily, positive or negative, events. Gerl was so
identified with a certain way of prcxiuction, so when the prcxiuction
system changed it was impossible for sane of them to keep their
faith. The believe in Gerl was associated to the way of production,
the concept of narket arrl the private property. In a sense, the exile
was an spiritual necessity: to encounter again, in the United States,
the Gerl they had lost in Cuba.
We remember always the questions of some friends of abroad,
especially from the United States, w.ho asked us frankly: 11 How is it
possible to be a Christian in Cuba?". I remember that our church
colleagues always answered that question with another one: "flo..l is it
possible to be a Christian in the american society?".
Gcrl was dressed with the values of the capitalist system. For sane
Christians when you ren:ove the system you are also renoving Gcrl. The
Cuban experience is a test proof of how God. has been integrated into
a certain economic system. What is surprising is how the
materialistic ar.rl pragmatic values of the capitalist system have
coopted the Gcxl of the Gospel. This is a clear example of how an
economic system can nanipulate the religious feelings.
If the spirit of protestantism has been integrated into the
capitalist prcxiu:::tive forces, in a socialist system the same
phenomenon could happen: Our n:oral discipline natches perfectly into
the new produ:::ti ve forces. To give an example, most of the
protestants are excellent \\Orkers. The Cuban economical system highly
appraises the hunan conditions arrl the produ:::ti ve capacity of our
protestant constituencies.
We must realize the role of the concept of \\Ork in our protestant
heritage, but, at the same time, the tendercy to be coopted by
different economic systems. Then, theologically, it is a priority for
the protestant churches to discover the prophetic role of latour. We
have been called by God. to produce, but in terms of creating as a
sign of prcxiu::tion and resistance to injustices. Then the categories
of productivity, efficiency, ma.rket-distribution, privatization and
the prophetic role implicit in the concept of work must be seriously
considered.
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In rrrt experience, sane of the Methcrlist doctrines, in the CUba.n
context, could play a "role in tension 11 of being the "prophetic
producer" in a process of liberation, i.e., the stewards of God in a
revolutionary situation.
The concept of salvation in which the belonging to a camnunity and

the personal values of the human being are closely connected, could
be one of the nost important contributions of our Methodist theology.
This social and spiritua.l dimension of our anthropolo;ry goes beyond

certain limitations in the marxist theory, facilitating the encounter
with the human being in his/her fullness. our doctrine could be a
protest against any attempt of diminishing the real possibilities of
the human being, because if in the capitalism he/ she is reduced to an
economical category, in the marxist theory he/she is reduced to an
ideological one.
The h:::>liness as an open process to the future, prevents any
structural sacralization. It is a reminder that the liberation is
something in the process to be achieved.
In Exodus, the process of liberation had three manents: the
liberation from Egypt, the pilgrimage through the dessert and the
conquest of the Premised Land. If difficult is the liberation, the
crucial noment of this process is the building-up of the new
historical programme of liberation. Precisely, the fallacy of Israel
happened at the noment of building-up its society. The holiness is a
reminder not only of been open to the future, but also a reminder of
the possibilities of failing in our attempts.
The witness of the Spirit makes us real human beings. The value of a
system is not only the strength of its economic productivity, but
making people rore human. The sSpirit gave us testimony that we are
sons/daughters of God. The witness of the Spirit is the humanization
of the productive forces.
One of the serious hindrances in a socialist economy is the level of
the productive forces. Not always the gcx:d intentions achieve
efficient
results.
There
is
an existing problem with the
understanding of the "real motivations" of the human being. There are
anthropological limitations in the marxist theory that prevent a
better efficiency of the system. The solutions are not in sane
dogmatic approaches too mechanistic. The solutions are not only in
economistic understandings. A msic problem is related to the concept
of a new man and a new woman as God's stewards.
b)

The ecclesiological factor. - It is true that our Methodist Church in
cuba has had mainly a m1.ddle class configuration, but in all our
history we could identify a stream of popular expressions through our
work in rural areas, in small towns and a certain presence of black
people.
After the triumph of the Revolution the presence of this tw:>
tendencies is rore clear, trough not in an homogeneous way. New we
may find a group, closer to the lines of the "traditional Methodism",
corrp::>sed mainly by brothers ar:d sisters with a more middle-class
l0:3ic; and, another group with 11 pentecostal characteristics" conp:,sed
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contradictions and tensions. An exa.nple, rx,w sane middle-class
constituencies are assuming certain carismatic elements, but with an
evident lack of authenticity arrl full . of extremism. This is a
dimension of our ecumenicity concerned with the class analysis.

Nevertheless, the Methcrlist Church in Cum is beiD:J called .to play a
role in maintaining these tensions in a creative way, i.e., searching
for .a cross-fertilization between contributions of the progressist
thinking in some middle-class sectors and the popular expressions of
faith. This· is a painful cross-fertilization, because a mutual
enrichment process means a radical critic to our own rationality. The
"new birth" means to plant and to reap, to constru:::t and to destroy
at the same time.

CCNCWSIOO
The problem we are facing is not to look in our roots for some doctrine or
emphasis that could help in our efforts to strengthen our denaninationa.l
heritage. More· than that, we are looking into the past to build-up the church
of the future.
Let us not have a reductionist approach to our traditions, but let us
glimpse tcqether how traditions enrich and expand the possibilities of this
new Peq;:,le of Gcd of the future. The Methodist Church has, through all its
history, been enriched by the presence of this "Church of the Poor
in a
middle-class institution. There are many achievements in the Methodist Church
as a middle-class institution, but precisely this class identification has
been part of our failures. Our Church is suffering now the same economical
·crisis of identity and hope of the middle class. 'Let us join to recover from
our tradition expressions of the Church of the Poor" as a sign of hope
towards the future and a paradigm for the new Peq;:,le ·of Gcd.
11
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